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Abstract. A popular and much studied class of filters for approximate
string matching is based on finding common q-grams, substrings of length
q, between the pattern and the text. A variation of the basic idea uses
gapped q-grams and has been recently shown to provide significant im-
provements in practice. A major difficulty with gapped q-gram filters is
the computation of the so-called threshold which defines the filter cri-
terium. We describe the first general method for computing the thresh-
old for q-gram filters. The method is based on a carefully chosen precise
statement of the problem which is then transformed into a constrained
shortest path problem. In its generic form the method leaves certain
parts open but is applicable to a large variety of q-gram filters and may
be extensible even to other classes of filters. We also give a full algo-
rithm for a specific subclass. For this subclass, the algorithm has been
implemented and used succesfully in an experimental comparison.

1 Introduction

Given a pattern string P and a text string T , the approximate string matching
problem is to find all substrings of the text (matches) that are within a distance k
of the pattern P . The most commonly used distance measure is the Levenshtein
distance, the minimum number of single character insertions, deletions and re-
placements needed to change one string into the other. A simpler variant is the
Hamming distance, that does not allow insertions and deletions, i.e., it is the
number of nonmatching characters for strings of the same length. The indexed
version of the problem allows preprocessing the text to build an index while the
online version does not. Surveys are given in [15,16,18].

Filtering is a way to speed up approximate string matching, particularly
in the indexed case but also in the online case. A filter is an algorithm that
quickly discards large parts of the text based on some filter criterium, leaving
the remaining part to be checked with a proper (online) approximate string
matching algorithm. A filter is lossless if it never discards an actual occurrence;
we consider only lossless filters. The ability of a filter to reduce the text area is
called its (filtration) efficiency.
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Many filters are based on q-grams, substrings of length q. The q-gram sim-
ilarity (defined as a distance in [25]) of two strings is the number of q-grams
shared by the strings. The q-gram filter is based on the q-gram lemma:

Lemma 1 ([12]). Let P and S be strings with (Levenshtein or Hamming) dis-
tance k. Then the q-gram similarity of P and S is at least t = |P | − q + 1 − kq.

The value t in the lemma is called the threshold and gives the minimum number
of q-grams that an approximate match must share with the pattern, which is
used as the filter criterium. The method is well-suited for indexed matching using
an index of text q-grams.

Above we did not define precisely how to count the number of shared q-
grams. There are, in fact, many alternatives giving different tradeoffs between
filtration efficiency, filter speed and index size. Here are some variations:

– If the same q-gram occurs rP times in P and rS times in S, it would be
correct to count it as min{rP , rS}, rP , rS , or rP rS shared q-grams.

– As noted in [11], a q-gram need to be counted only if it occurs at approxi-
mately the same position in P and S.

– Count the shared q-grams between the pattern and large text areas, buckets.
Buckets with less than t shared q-grams can be discarded as a whole [12,4].

For all these variations of counting, the threshold t defining the filter criterium is
the one given by Lemma 1; using a higher threshold would make the filter lossy,
using a lower threshold would reduce filtration efficiency. This is a reflection of
the fact that they are all upper bound approximations of the same core similarity
measure. We define this core similarity measure in Section 2.

There are many ways to generalize the basic method, including the following:

Gapped q-grams. The q-grams may contain gaps. For example, the gapped
3-grams of shape ##-# of the string acgtc are ac-t and cg-c. In [5,6], it
is shown that by using q-grams of a carefully chosen shape, the filtration
efficiency can be improved significantly. The added complexity makes online
filters slower, but on indexed filters the effect is negligible.

Sampling. A popular way to reduce time requirement and/or index size at the
cost of filtration efficiency is to consider only a sample, say every 5th, of the
q-grams of the text or the pattern [8,24,14,22,23,21,17,19].

Multiple shapes. As an opposite to sampling, the number of q-grams can be
increased by using gapped q-grams of several different shapes [7,20]. This
improves filtration efficiency but increases time and/or space requirements.

Approximate q-grams. Another way to improve filtration efficiency at the
cost of slower filtering is to allow errors in q-grams [14,8,22,19].

Of course, various combinations of these methods are possible. For exam-
ple, sampling and approximate q-grams have often been used together [14,8,22,
19]. Gapped q-grams, in particular, offer a lot of possibilities for combination
through the use of (possibly multiple) different shapes. The recent results in [5,
6] suggest that the possibilities of gapped q-grams are worth exploring. However,
the problem is the difficulty of determining the threshold.
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All the filtering methods mentioned above can be formulated using a similar-
ity measure based on counting shared q-grams. A text substring is checked only if
the similarity between the pattern and the substring is at least a given threshold.
Most of the methods mentioned above give a simple equation for the threshold.
However, when gapped q-grams are involved, things get more complicated. Even
for the simple filter in [5] (Hamming distance, single shape, no sampling or ap-
proximate q-grams) no simple equation can be given; the threshold was computed
separately for each shape with a dynamic programming algorithm. Pevzner and
Waterman [20], too, consider only the Hamming distance and give an equation
for a very limited class of regular shapes, and even that is not the optimal value
but a lower bound (which guarantees losslessness but at a reduced efficiency).
Califano and Rigoutsos [7] use a heuristically chosen threshold supported by
probabilistic calculations and experiments; their filter is lossy.

In this paper, we consider the problem of computing the threshold. We give
a formal definition of the value of the threshold that captures the essence of
the concept and describe an algorithm for computing it. The definition and the
algorithm are generic, leaving certain parts open, but being applicable to a large
variety of q-gram filters. Filling in the missing pieces for a given class of filters is
a non-trivial task, but it is simpler and much more precisely defined than trying
to define and compute the threshold from scratch. As a concrete example, we
also give the missing pieces for the class of filters considered in [6]. For these
filters, the algorithm has been implemented.

The outline of the method (and the paper) is as follows. In section 2, we
give a simple, precise statement of the threshold computation problem for core
similarity measures of a specific form. The threshold problem is then transformed
into a constraint shortest path problem (defined in Section 4) on a graph that
depends on the core similarity (as described in Section 3). When applying the
method to a specific filter, two things must be specified. First, a core similarity
measure of the specified form must be given (Section 2). The similarity measure
used by the filter should be an upper bound approximation of the core similarity.
Second, an algorithm for building the above mentioned graph for the chosen core
similarity must be given (Section 3). On the other hand, the constrained shortest
path algorithm (Section 4) can be used for any filter.

2 Threshold

As in the classic q-gram lemma, we define the threshold of a q-gram filter as
a function of the length m of the pattern and the distance limit k. That is,
the threshold t(m, k) is the smallest number of matching q-grams between a
pattern of length m and a substring of the text that is within distance k of the
pattern. The number of matching q-grams is a similarity function for strings.
Since we are looking for the minimum similarity, we can assume that there are
no “accidentally” matching q-grams, i.e., q-grams match only if they are not
affected (too much) by the edit operations. Therefore, the minimum is defined
by the worst possible arrangement of the edit operations.
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Following [10], we define an edit transcript as a string over the alphabet
M(atch), R(eplace), I(nsert) and D(elete), describing a sequential character-by-
character transformation of one string to another. For two strings P and S,
let T (P, S) denote the set of all transcripts transforming P to S. For exam-
ple, T (actg, acct) contains MMRR, MMIMD, MIMMD, IRMMD, IDIMDID, etc.. For a
transcript τ ∈ T (P, S), the source length slen(τ) of τ is the length of P , i.e.,
the number of non-insertions in τ . The Levenshtein cost cL(τ) is the number
of non-matches. The Hamming cost cH(τ) is infinite if τ contains insertions
or deletions and the same as Levenshtein cost otherwise. The Levenshtein dis-
tance and Hamming distance of P and S are dL(P, S) = minτ∈T (P,S) cL(τ) and
dH(P, S) = minτ∈T (P,S) cH(τ), respectively.

Here we defined distance measures for strings using cost functions for edit
transcripts. Similarly, we define the q-gram similarity measures for strings using
profit functions for edit transcripts. Then we can define the threshold as follows.

Definition 1. The threshold for a cost function c and a profit function p is

tcp(m, k) = min
τ

{p(τ) | slen(τ) = m, c(τ) ≤ k}.

The following lemma gives the filter criterium.

Lemma 2. Let c be a cost function and p a profit function for edit transcripts.
Define a distance d of two strings P and S as d(P, S) = minτ∈T (P,S) c(τ) and a
similarity s as s(P, S) = maxτ∈T (P,S) p(τ). Now, if d(P, S) ≤ k, then s(P, S) ≥
tcp(|P |, k).

The lemma holds for any choice of cost c and profit p. The cost functions
leading to the Hamming and Levenshtein distances were defined above. Below,
we give examples of profit functions that define q-gram similarity measures.

Let I be a set of integers. The span of I is span(I) = max I − min I + 1,
i.e., the size of the minimum contiguous interval containing I. The position of
I is min I, and the shape of I is the set {i − min I | i ∈ I}. An integer set
Q with position zero is called a shape. For any shape Q and integer i, let Qi

denote the set with shape Q and position i, i.e., Qi = {i + j | j ∈ Q}. Let
Qi = {i1, i2, . . . , iq}, where i = i1 < i2 < · · · < iq, and let S = s1s2 . . . sm

be a string. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m − span(Q) + 1, the Q-gram at position i in S,
denoted by S[Qi], is the string si1si2 . . . siq

. For example, if S = acagagtct and
Q = {0, 2, 3, 6}, then S[Q1] = S[Q3] = aagt and S[Q2] = cgac.

A match alignment Mτ of a transcript τ is the set of pairs of positions that
are matched to each other. For example, MMIMRDMR = {(1, 1), (2, 3), (5, 5)}. For
a set I of integers, let Mτ (I) be the set to which Mτ maps I, i.e., Mτ (I) =
{j | i ∈ I and (i, j) ∈ Mτ}. A Q-hit in a transcript τ is a pair (i, j) such that
Mτ (Qi) = Qj . Note that a Q-hit (i, j) in τ ∈ T (P, S) implies P [Qi] = S[Qj ].

Now we are ready to define our first profit function. The Q-profit pQ(τ) of a
transcript τ is the number of its Q-hits, i.e., pQ(τ) = |{(i, j) | Mτ (Qi) = Qj}|.
Using pQ as the profit function defines the Q-similarity of two strings P and S
as sQ(P, S) = maxτ∈T (P,S) pQ(τ). If Q is the contiguous shape {0, 1, . . . , q− 1},
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sQ is the core similarity measure underlying the classic q-gram filter, and the
threshold of Definition 1 agrees with the one in Lemma 1 for both Hamming and
Levenshtein distance. For a gapped shape Q, sQ is the core similarity measure
for the Hamming distance filters described in [5].

As a more complicated example, let us define the profit functions for the
Levenshtein distance filters in [6]. The filters use a basic shape with only one gap
and two other shapes formed from the basic shape by increasing and decreasing
the length of the gap by one. For example, with the basic shape ##-# we would
also use the shapes ##--# and ###. The filter compares the q-grams of all three
shapes in the pattern to the q-grams of the basic shape in the text.

For any b1, g, b2 > 0, let (b1, g, b2) denote the one-gap shape {0, . . . , b1 −
1, b1 + g, . . . , b1 + g + b2 − 1}. For a one-gap shape Q = (b1, g, b2), let Q+1 =
(b1, g + 1, b2) and Q−1 = (b1, g − 1, b2) (or Q−1 = {0, . . . , b1 + b2 − 1} if g = 1).
Then, a Q ± 1-hit in a transcript τ is a pair (i, j) of integers such that Qj ∈
{Mτ (Q−1

i ),Mτ (Qi),Mτ (Q+1
i )}. If τ ∈ T (P, S), then a Q±1-hit (i, j) in τ implies

S[Qj ] ∈ {P [Q−1
i ], P [Qi], P [Q+1

i ]}, which is the criterion for a shared q-gram for
the filters in [6]. The Q±1-profit of τ , denoted by pQ±1(τ), is the number of Q±1-
hits in τ , i.e., pQ±1(τ) = |{(i, j) | Qj ∈ {Mτ (Q−1

i ),Mτ (Qi),Mτ (Q+1
i )}}|. The

Q± 1-similarity of two strings P and S is sQ±1(P, S) = maxτ∈T (P,S) pQ±1(τ).
The similarities sQ and sQ±1 are core similarity measures. Computing them

for given strings is not straightforward. Instead filters use simpler upper bound
approximations that may give a higher similarity value. Designing good upper
bound approximations is nontrivial and beyond the scope of this paper.

3 Profit Automata

In the remainder of the paper, we describe a general technique for computing
the threshold according to Definition 1. The technique is based on automata
for computing the values slen(τ), c(τ), and p(τ) for any transcript τ . These
automata have four transitions out of each state labeled with M, R, I and D.
Each transition has an output value, which is the change in the target value
caused by the transition. Thus, the target value is the sum of the output labels
on the transition path corresponding to τ . Such automata are more generally
known as weighted finite automata [3] or string-to-weight transducers [13]. Fig. 1
shows simple examples.

slen(τ)
M/1

R/1

I/0

D/1

cL(τ) M/0

R/1

I/1

D/1

pQ(τ)
{R,I,D}/0

M/0 M/0 M/0 M/0

M/1
{R,I,D}/0

Fig. 1. Automata for computing the source length slen(τ), Levenshtein cost cL(τ) and
Q-profit pQ(τ), where Q = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, for any transcript τ
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For more complicated forms of profits the automata are also more compli-
cated. We show how to build the automaton for the profit pQ±1 for any one-gap
shape Q = (b1, g, b2). Automata for other profits can be build using similar ideas.

We start by describing a dynamic programming algorithm for finding the
Q±1-hits for a given transcript τ = τ1 . . . τn. Table 1 defines the computation of
an entry P [i, j] in a table P [0..s, 0..n], where s = b1 + g+ b2 is the span of Q. A
column j in table P stores the state of the computation after reading the prefix
τ1 · · · τj of τ . Each entry represents a set of shape Q overlapping or touching the
cut point between τj and τj+1. The value infinite means that the set cannot be
a part of a Q± 1-hit. When the cut point is in the gap, a finite value represents
the change in the length of the gap (insertion–deletion difference). An example
is shown in Fig. 2. In the last row of the table P , each zero signifies a hit. Thus
the profit can be computed as pQ±1(τ) =

∣
∣{j ∈ {1, . . . , n} | P [s, j] = 0}∣

∣.

Table 1. Rules for computing the values in the dynamic programming table
P [0..s, 0..n]

j = 0 τj = M τj = R
i = 0 0

1 ≤ i ≤ b1
P [i − 1, j − 1]

∞
b1 ≤ i ≤ b1 + g P [i − 1, j − 1]

i = b1 + g + 1
∞ 0 if −1 ≤ P [i − 1, j − 1] ≤ 1

∞ otherwise ∞
b1 + g + 1 < i ≤ s P [i − 1, j − 1]

τj = I τj = D
i = 0 0

1 ≤ i < b1 ∞
i = b1 P [i, j − 1]− 1 if P [i, j − 1] + b1 + g − i ≥ 0

b1 < i ≤ b1 + g P [i − 1, j − 1] + 1 ∞ otherwise
b1 + g < i ≤ s ∞

A column j in table P depends only on the previous column j − 1 and the
symbol τj . Thus the computation can be done with an automaton, where each
state represents a distinct column. The first and last entry can be omitted from
the state description: the first because it is always 0, the last because it does
not affect the next column. Instead, the last entry determines the output value
of the transition: 1 when last entry is 0, 0 when the last entry is ∞. The result
is an automaton for computing the profit pQ±1(τ) similar to the automatons in
Fig. 1. An example is given in Fig. 3.

The size of the automaton is bounded in the following lemma. The proof is
omitted in this extended abstract.
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τj τj+1 M M R D M M I R M M MM D D I M M D D D M
## – # 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

## – # 1 ∞ 0 0 ∞ ∞ 0 0 ∞ ∞ 0 0 0 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0
## – # 2 ∞ ∞ 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 0 –1 –2∞ ∞ 0 –1 –2∞ ∞

## – # 3 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 –1∞ ∞+1∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 –1∞ –1∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
## – # 4 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ ∞

Fig. 2. The dynamic programming table P for Q = (2, 1, 1) = {0, 1, 3}

∞
∞
∞

0
∞
∞

0
0
∞

0
0
0

∞
–2
∞

∞
∞
–1

∞
∞
0

∞
∞
+1

∞
–1
∞

0
∞
–1

∞
–1
–1

M/0RID/0 M/0

RID/0

M/0

R/0

I/0

D/0

M/1

R/0

I/0

D/0

M/0
RD/0

I/0

M/1
RID/0 M/1

RI/0

D/0

M/1

RI/0

D/0

M/0

R/0

I/0

D/0

M/1

RID/0

M/1

R/0 I/0

D/0

Fig. 3. An automaton for computing the profit pQ±1(τ) for Q = (2, 1, 1) = {0, 1, 3}

Lemma 3. The number of states in the profit automaton for the profit pQ±1,
where Q = (b1, g, b2), is less than R = b1b

2
2(g + 2)3�g/b1	. The automaton can be

constructed in O(R(b1 + g + b2)) time and O(Rg/b1) space.

4 Constrained Shortest Path Problem

We are now ready to describe the threshold computation problem as a constraint
shortest path problem. The graph is formed by combining the three automata
for computing slen(τ), c(τ) and p(τ). In general, the state set of the combined
automaton is the Cartesian product of the state sets of the three automata, but
since the automata for source length and Leveshtein or Hamming cost have just
one state, the graph is essentially the profit automaton with additional labels.

Thus, we have a directed graph G = (V,E), where each edge e ∈ E is labeled
with three non-negative values: l(e), c(e) and p(e) corresponding to the (source)
length, cost, and profit, respectively. The values are additive along paths. One
node is designated as the source node s (the initial state). Each node has at
most four outward edges.

Now, the treshold computation problem can be stated as follows:
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Problem 1. Find the minimum profit p(π) of a path π in G starting from the
source node (and ending anywhere) that satisfies: (1) c(π) ≤ k and (2) l(π) = m.

The constraint (2) can be replaced with l(π) ≥ m without changing the solution.
This problem is very similar to the constrained shortest path (CSP) prob-

lem [26], differing in two ways from the standard form. First, no target node for
the path is specified. However, by creating an additional node t as the target and
adding an all-zero edge from every other node to t, the problem can be stated in
the more usual form. Second, in the standard form all constraints are of type (1),
i.e., limited from above. Limited-from-below constraints change the problem in
a nontrivial way, e.g., the shortest path may contain cycles. However, many of
the basic techniques used in CSP algorithms are still applicable.

The CSP problem is NP-hard, but there are pseudopolynomial algorithms,
i.e., algorithms that work in polynomial time when the edge labels are polyno-
mially bounded integers. We give a pseudopolynomial algorithm that belongs to
a well-known class of shortest path algorithms called label-setting algorithms,
which can be seen as generalizations of Dikstra’s algorithm [1, Chapter 4]. For the
CSP problem, label-setting algorithms have been given in [2,9]. Our algorithm
uses one nonstandard trick to deal with the limited-from-below constraint.

The basic idea of the algorithm is to maintain a collection of paths (initially
only the empty path) in a priority queue PQ. The paths are selected from PQ
in increasing order of their profit, extended along the four outward egdes, and
the extensions are added to the PQ. Paths with cost more than k are removed.
Since an extension cannot decrease the profit, the first path of required length
selected from PQ is an optimal path.

To prune the set of paths, we use the following concept of domination:

Definition 2. Let π1 and π2 be two paths from s to v. We say that π1 dominates
π2 if p(π1) ≤ p(π2), c(π1) ≤ c(π2) and l(π1) ≥ l(π2). If equality holds in each
case, the paths are called equivalent. Otherwise, the domination is strict.

Clearly, if π1 dominates π2, any extension of π1 dominates the corresponding
extension of π2. Thus, no extensions of π2 need to be considered. The algorithm
extends a path only if it is not dominated by an already processed path and is not
strictly dominated by any path to be processed later. To check for domination by
already processed paths, information about the dominant paths is maintained at
nodes. To avoid extending a path that is strictly dominated by a later path, the
priority queue order is refined. The profit remains the primary key but secondary
keys are used to break ties. The details are left to the full paper. The complexity
of the algorithm is given by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Given the graph G = (V,E), the algorithm computes the threshold
t in O(k|V |min{m, t} + kdmaxt) time and O(k|V |pmax) space, where m and k
are the limits of length and cost, respectively, pmax is the largest profit value of
an edge, and dmax is the length of the longest zero-cost, zero-profit path in G.

By combining Theorem 1 with Lemma 3 we get the following result.
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Theorem 2. Given a one-gap shape Q = (b1, g, b2) and positive integers m and
k, the threshold tcL

pQ±1
(m, k) can be computed in O(kmb1b

2
2g

3�g/b1	) time and
O((k + g/b1)b1b22g

3�g/b1	) space.

5 Concluding Remarks

We have described a method for computing the threshold of a q-gram filter
that is applicable to a large variety of filters. The practicality of the method is
demonstrated by the implementation of the algorithm for the filters based on
the sQ±1 similarity. It has been used in an experimental comparison of q-gram
filters, the results of which are described in [6]. The shortest paths part of the
implementation can be reused for other classes of filters without modification.

The method is an important step towards designing good q-gram filters. First,
the threshold (or at least a good lower bound) is needed by any filter. A general
method gives us a large family of filters to choose from. Second, the value of the
threshold is an important criterium in comparing filters (particularly in choosing
the shapes of q-grams [5,6]). Third, the framework developed here may be helpful
in designing filters. In particular, the separation of core similarity measures and
their upper bound approximations seems a useful concept.

Acknowledgements. Discussions with Stefan Burkhardt, Mark Ziegelmann
and Kurt Melhorn have contributed to this paper. The implementation is partly
due to Stefan Burkhardt.
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